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ATLANTA BASED COMPANY REVOLUTIONIZING CONTAINER MOVING 

BUFORD, GA - SEPTEMBER 12, 2008:  Versa-Dol Industries Inc, a 

local manufacturer of intermodal transport equipment announces 

the launch its patent pending M1000 self-contained moving system 

for loading and transporting empty storage containers; 

especially those destined for the ground-level portable storage 

market. 

 

Keith Pugh, President of Versa-Dol Industries says, “The Versa-

Dolsm system is a revolutionary self-contained moving system for 

loading and transporting storage containers. Our revolutionary 

design stands alone in regards to originality, functionality, 

and competition. We offer a “green” friendly product that 

promotes increased MPG averages, fewer fuel burning runs, 

minimized environmental impact, virtual elimination of surface 

damage, and reduction in raw material usage.” 
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The M1000 offers application flexibility with easy container 

manipulation, expanded pickup and delivery options, enhanced 

logistical efficiencies, and reduced space requirements for 

deployment / equipment housing; cost savings through minimal 

manpower requirements, lower equipment / vehicle costs, lower 

equipment housing costs, and greater overall operating 

efficiencies; and accelerates vendor opportunities with 

additional container sales and rentals, premium fees on 

specialized deliveries / runs, and increased back-haul options 

via multi-type loads. 

 

The Versa-Dolsm M1000 is completely self-contained and self-

reliant because the system is always with the road tractor; 

consistently ready to accept a pull of any type, at anytime, 

without the need for a return trip to home base to switch out 

equipment. The Versa-Dolsm system is also extremely flexible in 

its applications with multi-type pull capabilities, extreme 

maneuverability for load placement in space limited locations, 

and only requires a single operator / self-contained system to 

accomplish it tasks. 

 

Versa-Dol Industries is engaged in pioneering innovation, need-

driven invention, quality-first manufacturing and global 

promotion of high-performance products and services for the 

transportation, storage and handling industries. Our primary 

focus lies in providing superior products and support to our 
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customers and achieving continuous improvements in quality and 

value while promoting an employee environment that empowers 

professional and personal growth. 

 

-End- 


